Sparsham ’16 – A roof built by kindness:

A project aiming at development of rural area to make the life of rural people safe and secure. As an initiative a roof of house at Nalukettu was completely reconstructed which was under the verge of destruction. It was a house in ruins where a 55 year old women named Omana and her two daughters lived. It was the house of Velayudhan. After being bed ridden for a long time following neurological illnesses, he died in 2013. Since then, his wife Omana has been facing acute financial crisis brought by husband’s treatment and daughter’s marriage. Volunteers of H2O came to know about the situation of Omana and they understood that her house wouldn’t withstand a monsoon. Volunteers also consulted carpenters and they recommended the urgent reconstruction of house. Volunteers arranged financial sources and the materials required for the renovation of house and did it as the first project under the rural development initiative “SPARSHAM”. Nineteen volunteers took part in the initiative that was carried out on April 29th.